VNRC’s Candidacies Forum Puts Environment in Spotlight

The evening of September 21, 2000 marked another hugely successful event to go down in the VNRC history books. VNRC hosted Vermont’s first "Gubernatorial Candidates Forum on the Environment," to a standing room only crowd, and judging from the extremely positive response that VNRC has received, the forum successfully achieved the goal of reaching out to a broad spectrum of citizens. An array of pressing environmental issues were covered, and many Vermonters said they left the forum with a clearer understanding of the candidates’ viewpoints.

The three participating candidates, Democrat Governor Howard Dean, Republican Ruth Dwyer, and Progressive Anthony Pollina, debated before an audience of 450 people at the Capitol Plaza in Montpelier. VNRC was fortunate to have John King, President of Vermont Public Television, moderate, and was pleased to have Vermont Public Radio broadcast the debate live.

Both VNRC staff and the audience posed questions. Issues ranged from the reduction of funding allocated to the state Agency of Natural Resources to the removal of the Peterson Dam on the Lamoille River. The debate, which lasted for 2 hours, was instrumental in helping to clarify the candidates’ viewpoints and demonstrating where they would focus their energies and priorities if elected.

Don Hooper, Regional Organizer for the National Wildlife Federation, said, "The room was full. The audience civil. The questions excellent. The candidates fluent. With your help, they differentiated themselves eloquently. I was impressed that I came away with a much better understanding of the options, and who’s selling what to whom. Thanks for helping us cut through the murk."

All of the candidates agreed that the protection of Vermont’s environment is a top priority for them. In November, it will be up to citizens to decide who will best represent them at the State House for the next two years. The most important step every Vermonter can take is to vote! Please help us spread the word.

If you would like information about receiving audio or video coverage of the debate, please contact Jimmy Fordham at the VNRC office.

Moderator John King with the three gubernatorial candidates: Progressive Anthony Pollina, Democratic Governor Howard Dean, and Republican Ruth Dwyer.
EXCERPTS FROM THE SEPTEMBER 21, 2000 FORUM

The following is an excerpt from the Gubernatorial Forum. Look for more information concerning dam removal and energy issues in the upcoming winter 2001 issue of the Vermont Environmental Report.

History: Across the country, major efforts to remove ecologically destructive hydroelectric facilities have proven feasible and beneficial to the natural resources and the public. One such effort is underway in Vermont. The CVPS Peterson Dam on the Lamoille River, built in 1948, has never been certified as complying with Vermont's Water Quality Standards. The Lamoille River is owned by the people of Vermont. As part of the relicensing, the State of Vermont must determine, for the first time in the project's fifty-year history, whether the project complies with Vermont's Water Quality Standards. Recent studies have concluded that the existence and operation of the Peterson dam has destroyed a once-legendary and diverse fishery that includes the endangered lake sturgeon. Other studies indicated that the 5 megawatts of power generated by the Peterson Dam could be replaced with more environmentally benign and economically efficient energy sources.

Question: Vermont Natural Resources Council asks you: Given these opportunities: river restoration, increased reliability, and economic benefit, as Governor, how would you support removal of the Peterson Dam on this outstanding public resource— the Lamoille River?

Ruth Dwyer: I support hydroelectric dams in general because it is clean power but this particular dam apparently is in a very bad location. It has been granted a waiver for the last 13 years from its federal license that it was supposed to have gotten at that time. The reason it gets the waiver is because the Governor and the ANR [Agency of Natural Resources] are willing to grant that. They have not enforced, in fact, what they've found to be water quality problems at the source. My approach would be to fish or cut bait. They either need to grant the license or take out the dam. You've got two choices and the ANR needs to make the determination as to which rules we're playing by. Right now, I'm having a hard time determining which rules we're playing by on the stand because the waivers have been granted for so many years without a deci-

Elizabeth Courtney, VNRC Executive Director, joins standing-room-only crowd to listen to candidates' responses.
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR DECEMBER 8TH TAX CONFERENCE

Some problems are defying the traditional regulatory cure. We have learned after more than three decades that regulation is not the only solution for cleaning up our environment. Our fish still contain mercury that threatens unborn children, sprawl continues to gobble up the countryside, and more cars on the road are causing congestion and dirtier air.

It’s time to look seriously at other ways to solve these pressing problems. Why not complement regulation by harnessing taxes and other market-based incentives that allow businesses and communities to find the best solutions for problems facing the environment and the economy?

Join a group of distinguished experts from across the country and Vermont to help design strategies to implement environmentally friendly tax reforms for Vermont.

This conference is your chance to learn and to share your thoughts about specific proposals the Vermont Fair Tax Coalition is developing. It’s your chance to hear key Vermonters debate what’s possible in 2001 and beyond.

HELP SHAPE LEGISLATION!

Come join in this important event!

at

Chase Community Center
Vermont Law School
South Royalton, Vermont

Sponsored by the
Environmental Law Center
and the
Environmental Tax Policy Institute
at the Vermont Law School
and

The Vermont Fair Tax Coalition
(Vermont Natural Resources Council, Vermont Businesses for Social Responsibility, Vermont Public Interest Research Group, and Friends of the Earth)